familiarare the effectsof its transformationson matter.There are
lessons to be learned from thinking about live and dead seeds
and "live"and "dead"batteries.
Without relying on observable
materialchanges,there is no way
to distinguish between the live
and the dead. And in contrastto
unbridled freedom to investigate
energy, to recognize and utilize
its propertiesfor myriadpurposes, life has always been shielded
by forces that protect it from
comparablescrutiny.
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Dear Editor,
Female
Re:"Prominent
Biologists,"
ABT,65, 583-589.
Surely we must include
E. Lucy Braun,who studied
The Deciduous Forests of
Eastern North America and
wrote a classic text of the
same title on the topic (The
Blakiston Company, 1950).
She was one step ahead of
loggers dismantling the last
primary forests of North
America, and her descriptions and communitydata of
those forests are the best we
have of the native forested
ecosystems of the region.
Without her work we could
only guess at accurate
descriptionsof the last truly
wild forestsof eastern North
America.
Joseph Fail,Jr.
Department.
ofNatural
Sciences
JohnsonC. SmithUniversity
Charlotte,NC 28216

Comments on
Intelligent Design
Creationism
Dear Editor,
I read with dismay the
Guest Editorial, "Intelligent
Design Creationism:A Threat
to Society- NotJust Biology"
[Berman, M., ABT, 65(9),
646-648]. Although I'm not
an IntelligentDesigner,I am
highly skepticalof the ability
of natural causes to explain
the entire history of evolution. Clearly we at present
have no idea how certain
structurescould have arisen
(unless one counts "just-so-

stories"as evidence) and our
understanding of the origin
of life is even more speculative.Owningup to these deficiencies and devoting energy
to addressingthem is what is
needed in the evolution
debate, not polemic attacks
upon the ID school.
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Despite its problems,the
ID school, to its credit, has
brought to the forefronttwo
importantissues that should
be included in evolution curriculumat all levels. The first
is the question of whether or
not all naturalphenomenon
can be explained by purely
naturalcauses.While science
certainly must restrict itself
to looking for such natural
causes, there is no logical
necessity that it will find
them, despite the "assurfrom
many
ances
neoDarwinists that in the
end, natural causes will be
deemed sufficient to explain
all of life.
The second issue is
whether or not one can identify conclusively biological
structures that could not
have formed by natural
processes. An evolutionary
process must work within
the context of definitiveconstraintsthat restrictboth the
time and material available.
This is a question that is
taken seriouslyin the mathematical sciences, as mathematicians can determine
whether or not certainproblems are intractable given
the resources (i.e., time and
computation speed) available. Is there a way to determine this in the realmof biological evolution?
Such questions, when
put to students, do not
threaten the foundation of
science as Dr. Bermanseems
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Which raises awesome questions. What would be the outcome if teachers of the life sciences and their colleaguesin the
physicalscienceswere to treatlife
and energy as being comparable
entities? Would the gap in the
rates of evolution of the social
and materialisticphases of our
society begin to diminish?
Questions such as these pose a
unique dilemma for teachers.
Outside the classroom such
questions can be merelyacademic. But not inside. Teachersbring
theiranswersinto play even without verbalizingthe questions. In
this, there are unique opportunities laden with distinctiveresponsibilities.The classroomprovides
opportunities for young people
to wrestle with issues and points
of view no matterhow unconventional they may be. Equallyvital
is maintaining a level playing
field where the pros and cons of
efforts to explain the dimly seen
receiveappropriateattention.

Another "Prominent
Female Biologist"

